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UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON TO BEGIN FIRST PHASE
OF $8.9 MILLION RENOVATION OF BUSINESS SCHOOL

DAYTON, Ohio -Since Miriam Hall opened its doors to University of Dayton
students in 1966, business and business education have changed dramatically.
Desktop personal computers have replaced desktop calculators, hand-held calculators
have replaced slide rules, and the Internet provides access to thousands of information sources
in seconds.
Today, business education requires the latest technology and support for team learning
and team teaching. That's why the University of Dayton is embarking on a planned
$8.9 million renovation of Miriam Hall, which houses its School of Business Administration.
The first phase, an expansion of faculty offices, begins in March.
The University of Dayton is not alone in its effort to build a facility to support its
curriculum changes: According to a 1994 report in the Wall Street Journal, the vast majority of
the nation's top business schools were ei~er planning, undergoing or just finishing major
construction projects.
"As the School of Business Administration moves into the 21st century, we recognize the
need to prepare graduates to work in the information and knowledge age and to work in a
global environment," said Sam Gould, dean. "Teaching and learning methods must be adapted
to take advantage of new technologies, and students need to integrate knowledge to solve
problems and to work together in teams to prepare themselves for the workplace."
That's a vision of business education that had not yet taken shape when Miriam Hall
opened as a state-of-the-art facility 32 years ago. The successful student of that era was a
good listener, took copious notes in class and spent long nights memorizing facts and figures for
exams. The classrooms of that era featured either fixed-seating seminar rooms or individual
desks neatly lined in rows. In both settings, the instructor was the "sage on the stage" at the
front of the room.
But today's successful business student is working with hands-on projects and
cooperative education programs- and engaged in a collaborative learning process. Today, the
tools of learning and teaching aren't only textbooks, chalkboards and overhead projectors.
Students make multimedia presentations, use the World Wide Web as a research tool and use
long-distance interactive video and computer simulations to learn with students in other parts
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of the world.
The implications for classroom design? Classrooms need to become less formal and
more flexible, support teamwork and provide high-tech interfaces, accordin'g to Gould.
The four-phase renovation will encompass the first floor of the Miriam Hall classroom
complex and the eight floors of the Miriam Hall Tower. Two classroom designs are planned for
the renovation. The first is the team-learning laboratory, which will seat up to 50 students in an
informal setting using round tables. The design allows the instructor or instructors to assign
seating for student teams, provides easy access for students to form small groups and enables
multiple team discussions to occur simultaneously.
The second design is a seminar classroom, featuring movable seating, with space for 28
students. Both classrooms will be networked and equipped with state-of-the-art computer
projection, interactive video links and multimedia presentation equipment.
The renovation also calls for establishing space for student teams to meet outside the
classroom. The Business Learning Laboratory will provide five team rooms supported with
computers, Internet links, CD-ROM databases and other information resources and software.
In another room, students and faculty will be able to videotape presentations either for
playback or to practice their presentation skills. The area will also have resources for career
exploration and teaching materials.
Learning will continue outside the classroom as students and faculty interact in more
casual settings. An atrium/lobby will help meet this goal and also provide individual study
space for students waiting for their next class. The open space will also be used for receptions,
speakers and dinners.
Faculty offices, currently a cramped 77 square feet each, were designed before the
advent of personal computers and high levels ?f collaboration. The offices will promote team
teaching and be an asset in developing new curriculum and attracting new faculty. Offices will
be expanded, in most cases, to 120 square feet. The expansion is made possible by the move of
several humanities departments to the Jesse Philips Humanities Center.
The Miriam Hall renovation project will be completed in four phases, as funds are
raised, according to Gould. To date, UD has raised $1.6 million. The atrium will be
constructed in phase two, with classrooms scheduled to be renovated in phase three. The final
phase includes a conference room and administrative offices.
-30For media interviews, contact Sam Gould at (937) 229-3731.

